
What can be generated below and above the “roof” ?

During the 60s, there were a lot of artists and architects like 
Gianni Pattena who did a lot of design and art works studying 
relations between body and space, so called “what exists 
defines the space”. We encourage artists to come to Double 
Sided Roof, carrying their own furniture, art works and tools, to 
produce new creations while chatting and laughing.

Entering through the new entrance, visitors can follow the path 
to wonder around the whole pavilion. In the spacial sequence, 
visitors could observe changes of architecture scale and enjoy 
the play of shadows.

Wearable Chair, Gianni Pettena, 1971
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Density between space and function is the crucial factor affecting the quality 
of a building. People usually find this interesting phenomenon - the most 
fascinating space is always the so called “useless space”.

The project place is located at the corner of Eade road which possesses a 
long street side. Therefore, to become the focal spot of different community 
activities, architecture itself should retain strong permeability and openness 
in order to attract more people coming as while taking advantage of the 
location. 

In the design process, by redefining the architectural element “roof”, roof 
is double functioned as a roof and a floor. Space above and beneath the 
roof form stages and stores, highly improving the space availability. Other 
functions, inserted through the form of “box”, along with stages and stores 
enforce the transformation from outdoor spaces to indoor spaces. These 
series of changes generate inspirations for creative transitional spaces. This 
interaction between spaces is meaningful for establishing an effective and 
flexible public architecture.

Double-Sided Roof


